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OFYR Accessories

The cone-shaped brazier radiates
warmth over a wide area, so you can
entertain al fresco all year round.
It features a wide, flat rim that

 oubles as a high-efficiency hotplate,
d
with a smooth temperature gradient
for incredibly precise cooking. Fry eggs,
slow-cook vegetables or sear a tender
steak – the choice is yours.
With the OFYR modular system you can
create an outdoor dining area to suit

your lifestyle, complete with s eating,
wood storage and a range of p
 ractical
accessories – all with OFYR’s t rademark
quality and design.
OFYR brings beauty, warmth, food
and friendship to your outdoor space,
all year round.

Cover
Black 60

Cover
Black 85

Cover
Black 100

Grill

Wood bag

Leather Apron

Spatula

Oilcan

Cedar Wood
planks

Made in Holland

Exclusive Design

All OFYR’s are high-quality products
manufactured in the Netherlands.
And that’s something we’re proud of
– as it means that we can control the
entire production process from start
to finish and the quality of our products.

The design of OFYR has EU registration under
no 002580431-0001/2 and no 003122373-0001.

TentSO S.A.
Avenue Reverdil 4, 1260 Nyon
Switzerland
T: +41 22 990 00 90
Email: sales@tentso.com
Official dealer
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OFYR is the simply show-stopping grill
that offers a unique and versatile way
to cook and entertain outdoors.

Cover
Black 50
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OFYR Classic

OFYR island

Wood storage bench

The purest expression of OFYR. Designed to fit in with any surroundings,
OFYR Classic is a beautiful Corten steel object even when not in use.
Light it up, and it turns every outdoor event into a special occasion.
The OFYR Classic is now also available in black colour constructed
with a heat-resistant matt finish. Available in 85cm and 100cm sizes.

This all-in-one unit combines unbeatable style and
f unctionality in a compact design. Constructed from
durable corten steel, it includes an 85cm or 100cm OFYR
with wood storage, solid wood chopping board and
a handy accessories tray for utensils and condiments.

Keep dry wood close to hand and create a stylish
seating area with this multi-purpose bench
system. Made from all-weather corten steel
with a solid wood top, the different sized units
can be used individually or stacked.
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classic
85-100

OFYR
classic
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OFYR
classic black
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OFYR
Island
85-100

OFYR
Island
100-100
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storage
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wood
storage
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OFYR classic storage

Butcher blocks

Wood storage

All the style and simplicity of OFYR, with the added
convenience of built-in wood storage. Available in
85cm and 100cm sizes, OFYR Classic Storage looks
fantastic alone or combined with other OFYR units
such as the Butcher Block.

Available in three practical styles, OFYR Butcher Block
includes a solid wood chopping board for food preparation,
handy accessories tray and options for under-counter
wood storage. Made from rugged all-weather corten steel,
it makes an ideal companion to OFYR Classic models.

These rugged steel units transform a stack of wood into
an attractive feature wall. A hinged top shelf keeps tools
and other items neatly hidden away, and with three
sizes available it’s easy to find a solution for your space.
Available in 216cm by 100cm, 200cm and 300cm sizes.

OFYR classic
storage
85-100

OFYR classic
storage
100-100

Butcher
block
45-45-88
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